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(57) ABSTRACT 
An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror for motor 
vehicles of simple and robust construction, suitable for 
use as an outside mirror or as an interior mirror possess 
ing a transmission layer which is composed of a PLZT 
ceramic, on which a linear birefringence can be im 
posed by means of a controlling electric field. The 
transmission layer is located between a linear polarizer 
and a reflective layer, the latter being designed as a 
dielectric multilayer arrangement. Suitable comb-type 
electrodes are located on that side of the reflective layer 
which faces away from the transmission layer and, if 
appropriate, on that side of the polarizer which faces 
the transmission layer, the function of these comb-type 
electrodes being to generate the controlling field. The 
polarizer defines the direction of polarization, which is 
inclined at 45 with respect to the field direction and/or 
the optical axis of the transmission layer. The strength 
of the electric field controlling the dimming effect is 
regulated in a manner such that the effective reflectivity 
of the rear-view mirror is reduced to suit the prevailing 
situation, this field-strength regulation being accom 
plished by a photoelectric control system which reacts, 
on the one hand, to the brightness of the surroundings 
and, on the other hand, to the intensity of a luminous 
flux passing through the polarizer and the transmission 
layer. 

13 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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4,572,619 
1. 

ELECTRICALLY DMMABLE REAR-VIEW 
MIRROR FOR MOTOR VEHICLES 

The invention relates to an electrically dimmable 
rear-view mirror for motor vehicles, which may for 
example possess a reflective layer, in front of which, 
seen in the propagation direction of the incident light, a 
transmission layer is located, this latter layer being com 
posed of a ceramic material exhibiting an electro-optical 
effect which is triggerable by an electric field and 
which is capable of influencing the effective reflectivity 
of the rear-view mirror, and possessing, on at least one 
side of the transmission layer, electrodes which are 
capable of generating, as a result of the application of a 
voltage to them, the electric field which is appropriate 
for triggering the electro-optical effect, which elec 
trodes are spaced one from another, and possessing at 
least one linear polarizer which, seen in the incidence 
direction of the light, is located in front of the transmis 
sion layer. 
A rear-view mirror of the above-mentioned type is 

disclosed in German Offendegungsschrift No. 2,808,260. 
In the case of the known rear-view mirror, a ceramic 

material is provided as the transmission layer, this mate 
rial being optically anisotropic in the direction looking 
perpendicularly towards the transmission layer, that is 
to say, for example, a material exhibiting an optical 
activity which rotates the plane of vibration of linearly 
polarized light, the thickness of the layer of this material 
being adjusted to a value such that the plane of vibra 
tion of linearly polarized light is rotated through 90 as 
the light passes through the transmission layer. This 
transmission layer is located between linear polarizers, 
their directions of polarization running at right-angles 
to each other. Their optical anisotropy can be annulled 
by applying an electric field running normal to the 
transmission layer. 

If no field is present, the assembly comprising the 
polarizers and the transmission layer is transparent, so 
that light strikes a reflective layer through this layer 
arrangement, this reflective layer, a conventional metal 
lic mirror being located, seen in the direction in which 
the light is incident, behind this layer arrangement, and 
is back-reflected by this mirror, in the reflection direc 
tion, and can pass, once again, through the assembly 
comprising the polarizers and the transmission layer If 
the transverse electric field is applied, the optical anisot 
ropy of the transmission layer will be partially annulled, 
or completely annulled depending on the strength of the 
field, and the transparency of the arrangement compris 
ing the polarizers and the transmission layer will ac 
cordingly be annulled, either partially or completely. 
This known rear-view mirror is, at the minimum, 

subject to the following disadvantages. 
In order to apply the transverse electric field, large 

area transparent electrodes must be provided, the manu 
facture of which is technically complicated and, in con 
sequence, expensive. With these electrodes incorpo 
rated into it, the multilayer arrangement possesses a 
large number of interfaces at which reflections can 
occur, with the result that, of the total reflected lumi 
nous flux, a large proportion is represented by light 
which has not been subjected to the electrically control 
lable intensity-modulation process. As a result, the ef. 
fective reflectivity of the known mirror is only some 
what decreased, that is to say altered by a factor of, at 
the most, 1/5, which cannot be regarded as sufficient 
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2 
for effective dimming. Admittedly, this functional dis 
advantage of the known rear-view mirror could be 
compensated, at least partially, by providing antireflec 
tion coatings possessing suitably graded refractive indi 
ces, at the interfaces between media possessing different 
refractive indices, but such a procedure would, owing 
to the large number of interfaces which are present, 
result in an extremely complicated structure overall. 
The object of the invention is accordingly to provide 

an electrically dimmable rear-view mirror, of the type 
initially mentioned, which brings about modulation of 
the effective reflectivity to an extent which is adequate 
in the sense of effective dimming, while at the same time 
having a markedly less complicated structure. 
This object is achieved, according to the invention, 

by means of the features which are characterized in that 
the ceramic material which is selected for the transmis 
sion layer is of a nature such that, seen in the propaga 
tion direction of the light, linear birefringence can be 
imposed on it by applying an electric field parallel to the 
layer, and in that the reflective layer is designed as a 
dielectric multilayer arrangement, electrodes for gener 
ating the electric field which brings about the linear 
birefringence of the transmission layer being located on 
that side of the multilayer arrangement which faces 
away from the transmission layer. 

In accordance with these features, the transmission 
layer is composed of a ceramic material, on which a 
linear birefringence can be imposed by applying a longi 
tudinal electric field which acts at right-angles to the 
optic axis, this axis being defined by the field direction 
as will become apparent from the explanation which 
follows. The reflective layer is designed as an electri 
cally insulating, dielectric, multilayer, the electrodes for 
generating the longitudinal electric field being attached 
to that side of the dielectric multilayer which faces 
away from the transmission layer, there being, in the 
case of this arrangement, no need for these electrodes to 
be transparent, so that they can be designed as conven 
tional metallic conductor tracks, which can be pro 
duced by means of commonly-used manufacturing tech 
nology. 

Since the sense of the change, in which the state of 
polarization changes as a result of the light passing 
through the birefringent transmission layer, is identical 
before and after a reflection at the reflective layer, and, 
in consequence, the change in polarization which a 
luminous flux experiences on entering the transmission 
layer in the state of polarization which has been defined 
by the entry polarizer, is proportional, overall, to the 
path distance which the light has travelled in the trans 
mission layer, the polarizer for the emergent light, act 
ing, as it were, as an analyzer, brings about the desired 
attenuation of the reflected luminous flux, when its state 
of polarization no longer matches the state which is 
defined by the polarizer. The rear-view mirror accord 
ing to the invention requires only a single polarizer in 
order to function in the intended manner, and this re 
sults in the overall construction of the mirror being 
advantageously simple. 

It is particularly advantageous if the material forming 
thc transmission layer is optically isotropic when no 
field is present, and if it is hysteresis-free, that is to say 
that no residual anisotropy remains once a controlling 
field, which was previously applied, has been switched 
off The mirror then remains serviceable, even in the 
event of a failure of the electrical power supply, but 
may no longer be dimmed. 
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It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror with a transmis 
sion layer material which is very highly suitable in the 
sense explained above. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror wherein that 
proportion of the light in the luminous flux reflected, as 
a whole, by the mirror, which is not subjected to the 
electrically controllable intensity-modulation process 
can be kept to a favorably low level by means of the 
antireflection coatings. An antireflection coating is pro 
vided on at least that side of the transmission layer on 
which the light is incident, this antireflection coating 
reducing the reflectivity of the transmission layer. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror wherein an anti 
reflection coating is provided on at least that side of the 
polarizer on which the light is incident. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror wherein the 
symmetrical arrangement of the control electrodes in 
relation to the longitudinal mid-plane of the transmis 
sion layer and electrodes for generating the electric 
field which brings about the linear birefringence of the 
ceramic material of the transmission layer are also pro 
vided on that side of this layer which faces the reflec 
tive layer, these electrodes being composed of a trans 
parent material so that the concentration of the lines of 
flux of the controlling electric field is very high in the 
interior of the transmission layer, and wherein the effec 
tive controlling field is virtually homogeneous, from 
which there results a significant advantage, namely that, 
compared to an arrangement whereby the control elec 
trodes are provided only on one side, it is possible to 
operate with markedly lower control voltages, or a 
larger electrode separation can be selected, which again 
has a beneficial effect on the homogeneity of the field. 

If the transmission-layer material is piezoelectric, and 
accordingly experiences dilation or compression under 
the action of a controlling electric field, there is a dan 
ger, in the course of time, of the control electrodes 
parting, these electrodes being applied to the transmis 
sion layer as thin vapor-deposited coatings, in the form 
of narrow strips, as a result of which the proper func 
tioning of the rear-view mirror would be considerably 
impaired. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror wherein, for 
example, the transparent control electrodes which are 
provided on that side of the mirror at which the light 
enters, are located on the polarizer which is adjacent to 
the transmission layer such that electrodes which are 
located on that side of a transmission layer which faces 
a reflective layer are designed as vapor-deposited strip 
electrodes, applied to a polarizer, and are thereby me 
chanically decoupled from the transmission layer. The 
electrodes are then considerably more effectively pro 
tected from damage. 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide an 

electrically dimmable rear-view mirror wherein elec 
trodes which are located on that side of a reflective 
layer which faces away from the transmission layer are 
designed as conductor wires, possessing a thickness of 
40 to 60 um and are embedded, on one side, into an 
insulating plastic carrier-layer, the control electrodes, 
composed of metal which are located on that side of the 
reflective layer which faces away from the transmission 
layer, and assume the form of wires, of particularly high 
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4. 
mechanical stability, the shaping of these electrodes 
being such that the wires forming the electrodes are 
flattened on their side facing the reflective layer, and 
rest flat against this layer, to aid their correct position 
ing. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror wherein a 
(PLZT) transmission layer is between 200 um and 600 
um thick, in that the distances between successive elec 
trodes, measured in the field direction, range from 400 
um to 600 um, and wherein a voltage can be applied 
between each two successive electrodes of a magnitude 
ranging from 250 V to 500 V, for which practical tests 
have shown to be particularly expedient. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror wherein a re 
flective layer possesses a transmission window, through 
which a luminous flux, passing through the transmission 
layer can emerge, and a polarizer is provided in the 
propagation direction of this emergent luminous flux, 
the orientation of this polarizer coinciding with that of 
an entry polarizer, a light sensor being provided for 
receiving the luminous flux emerging from the second 
polarizer, the light sensor generating a voltage output 
signal which increases monotonically with the intensity 
of the emergent luminous flux from this second polar 
izer, this voltage output signal being utilized for activat 
ing a control-voltage source which outputs a voltage 
which, in its turn, increases monotonically with the 
output voltage from the light sensor and can be utilized 
for generating the electric field which brings about the 
birefringence of the transmission layer. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror such as that 
immediately previously set forth wherein a second light 
sensor is provided, which reacts to the brightness of the 
surroundings and generates an output signal which 
increases monotonically as the brightness of the sur 
roundings decreases, this output signal being utilized for 
controlling the sensitivity of the first light sensor in a 
manner such that its output signal increases monotoni 
cally with the output signal from the second light sen 
SO. 

It is a further object of the invention to provide an 
electrically dimmable rear-view mirror which simple 
and robust construction, and is accordingly equally 
suitable as either an interior mirror or as an outside 
mirror. Its effective reflectivity can be set or, as the case 
may be, regulated, in an infinitely variable manner and 
over a wide range, in a monotonic relationship with the 
control voltage. 
These and other objects, features, and advantages of 

the present invention will become more apparent from 
the following description when taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawings which show, for the 
purposes of illustration only, plural embodiments in 
accordance with the present invention, and wherein: 
FIG. 1 shows the basic construction of an electrically 

dimmable rear-view mirror according to the invention, 
in a simplified sectional representation along a plane 
lying perpendicular to the reflecting surface and in the 
direction of a controlling electric field, in conjunction 
with a representation of a photoelectric control system 
which is provided for the purpose of automatically 
adjusting the effective reflectivity of the mirror. 

FIG. 2 shows a specific configuration of control elec 
trodes for generating a controlling electric field which 
is capable of impressing, on the transmission layer of the 
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rear-view mirror shown in FIG. 1, a birefringence 
which is appropriate for influencing its effective reflec 
tivity. 
FIG. 3 shows in a qualitative manner, the shape of the 

lines of flux of the controlling electric field in the trans 
mission layer when the control electrodes are located 
on one side, this sectional representation corresponding 
to that of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 shows, in a qualitative manner, the shape of 
the controlling electric field in the transmission layer, 
for the case involving the provision of a control elec 
trode arrangement which is symmetrical with respect to 
the longitudinal mid-plane of the transmission layer. 

Referring now to the drawings wherein like refer 
ence numerals represent like elements, and more partic 
ularly to FIG. 1, the rear-view mirror 10 according to 
the invention is designed as a rear-surface mirror, in the 
case of which the light reflected at the reflective layer 
11 passes twice through a transmission layer 12 which, 
seen in the incidence direction, is located in front of the 
reflective layer 11, or as the case may be, in front of the 
reflecting surface of the rear-view mirror 10. 
This transmission layer 12 is composed of a solid 

material which exhibits an electro-optical effect, which 
manifests itself by the appearance, when the influence of 
an electric field is present, of a linear birefringence 
which itself depends on the field, meaning that when an 
electric field is applied, the refractive index of this mate 
rial, for light which is polarized parallel to the field 
direction assumes a value which differs from that for 
light which is polarized perpendicularly to the field 
direction. 

This electro-optical effect is exploited, in a manner 
which will be explained in still greater detail below, in 
order to influence the effective reflectivity of the rear 
view mirror 10 as a function of the intensity of the light 
striking it. 
For this purpose, electrodes 16 and 17 are located on 

at least one side of the transmission layer 12, which may 
be assumed to be a plate possessing plan-parallel bound 
ing surfaces 13 and 14, these electrodes, 16 and 17, being 
positioned in the immediate vicinity thereof, and being 
capable of generating electric fields running in the di 
rection of the arrows 21 and 22 representing them, as a 
result of applying the output voltage from a suitable 
control-voltage source 18 to alternate electrodes 16, and 
of connecting alternate electrodes 17 to the vehicle 
ground structure 19. 
The optical isotropy of the transmission layer 12 is 

annulled, in the direction perpendicular to the electric 
fields 21 and 22, by the essential components of these 
fields which, running parallel to the surfaces, 13 and 14, 
bounding the transmission layer 12, and to its longitudi 
nal mid-plane 23, alternately point in opposite direc 
tions, this isotropy-annulment tending to bring about a 
linear birefringence. 
A material which, within the makeup of the rear 

view mirror 10, is suitable for use as the transmission 
layer 12, is a transparent lead-lanthanum-zirconium/- 
titanate (PLZT) ceramic, which develops a linear bire 
fringence, as an electrooptical effect, when an electric 
field 21 and 22 is applied, this birefringence being per 
pendicular to the electric field. 
A linear polarizer 24 is located on the light incidence 

side of the transmission layer 12 and presents a face 
toward the reflective layer 11, the polarization direction 
of this polarizer 24, seen in the direction normal to the 
plane of reflection of the reflective layer 11, being at an 
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6 
angle of 45 with respect to the direction of the electri 
cal fields, 21 and 22, which can be applied to the trans 
mission layer 12. 
The reflective layer 11 of the rear-view mirror 10-is 

designed as a dielectric multilayer arrangement possess 
ing a structure which is known per se, this arrangement 
comprising a plurality of thin layers composed of elec 
trically insulating, dielectric materials, possessing, in 
alternation, high and low refractive indices which are 
suitably graded, the overall result of which is to ensure 
that the reflective layer 11 possesses a very high reflec 
tivity. 
The electrodes, marked 16 in the drawing, are con 

nected, via a bus line 26, to the output terminal 27 of the 
control-voltage source 18. The electrodes marked 17 in 
the drawing are likewise co-connected to the vehicle 
ground 19, or to a reference-voltage pole of the control 
voltage source 18, this reference-voltage pole being 
omitted from the drawing, connection likewise being 
effected via a bus line 28. As depicted in FIG. 1, the 
electrodes 16 and 17 run perpendicular to the plane of 
the drawing, parallel to one another, and are shown in 
FIG.2 to be arranged in the manner of two interlocking 
combs, the teeth of one comb projecting into the spaces 
between adjacent teeth of the opposite comb, in an 
arrangement such that the distances between adjacent 
electrodes 16 and 17 are equal in all cases, and corre 
spond to at least approximately the thickness of the 
transmission layer 12. 

In a specific illustrative embodiment of a rear-view 
mirror 10, the distance between each two electrodes, 16 
or 17, is 1 mm, or the distance between successive elec 
trodes, 16 and 17, is 0.5 nm, while the transmission 
layer 12, which is composed of the PLZT ceramic, has 
a thickness of 0.4 mm. The electrodes 16 and 17, and the 
bus lines 26 and 28 which, in each case, interconnect 
them, are designed as strip electrodes, 0.1 mm wide, 
which are produced in the form of thin, vapor-depos 
ited gold coatings which are deposited, to a thickness of 
approximately 10 um, on that side of the reflective layer 
11 which faces away from the transmission layer 12, the 
reflective layer 11, in its turn, possessing a total thick 
ness of approximately 50 m. 
By suitably setting a potentiometer 31 which is con 

nected as a voltage divider, a voltage amounting to 
between 0 V and 12 V, the voltage of the vehicle bat 
tery can be supplied to the input terminal 32 of the 
control voltage source 18, and as a result it is possible to 
vary the output voltage from the control-voltage source 
in proportion to the input voltage, over the range from 
0 V to 300 V, the latter being the voltage between an 
electrode 16 and an adjacent electrode 17. 
As a consequence of the application of a positive or 

negative direct voltage to the electrodes 16, relative to 
the reference potential applied to the electrodes 17, an 
electric field is generated, this field passing through the 
transmission layer 12 and possessing lines of flux 33 with 
the curved shape shown qualitatively in FIG. 3. This 
electric field, the flux lines of which run, for the most 
part, perpendicular to its symmetry-planes 34, that is to 
say the lines run parallel to the longitudinal mid-plane 
23 of the transmission layer 12, or parallel to the arrows 
21 or 22, but precisely so only in these field symmetry 
planes which planes run perpendicular to the longitudi 
mal mid-plane 23 of the transmission layer 12, brings 
about an annulment of the optical isotropy of the PLZT 
ceramic material, in a manner such that this material 
now, under the influence of the above-mentioned elec 
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tric field, develops a linear birefringence. The optic axis 
of the PLZT material, the direction of which is defined 
by the local shape of the lines 33 of electric flux, then 
runs essentially in the directions corresponding to the 
arrows, 21 and 22, marking the field direction which is 
predominantly effective. Light which propagates along 
the optic axis of the PLZT material experiences no 
birefringence. 
The control-voltage source 18 is designed in a man 

ner such that its maximum output voltage is sufficient 
for the generation, in the PLZT material, of electric 
fields, 21 and 22, which constrain the transmission layer 
12 to act as a so-called quarter-wavelength plate (A/4- 
plate) for light which is propagating inside this layer 12, 
perpendicular to the optic axis, or virtually perpendicu 
lar to this axis. 

In order to explain the use, in accordance with its 
intended purpose, of the electrically dimmable rear 
view mirror 10 which has been described up to this 
point, reference should again be made to FIG. 1, which 
shows, in a simplified optical path, that is to say without 
taking multiple reflections into account, such as could, 
for example, occur between the mirror layer 11 and that 
bounding surface 14 of the transmission layer 12 which 
faces it, or between the transmission layer 12 and the 
polarizer 24, the geometric reflection behavior of the 
rear-view mirror 10 for an incident luminous flux, rep 
resented by the arrow 38 in FIG. 1, propagating in a 
direction which, with the normal to the mirror plane at 
the point of incidence 39, includes the incidence angle 
C. 

The luminous flux 38, the intensity of which will be 
designated 14, is split into a first partial luminous flux, 
represented by the arrow 42, and a second partial lumi 
nous flux, represented by the arrow 43, splitting taking 
place at the outer bounding surface 41 of the polarizer, 
shown on the right in FIG. 1, forming an interface 
between media possessing different refractive indices 
(air, possessing the refractive index nL = 1, and the po 
larizer material, possessing the refractive index n p>nL). 
The first partial luminous flux 42 is produced as a result 
of the refraction of a portion of the incident luminous 
flux, which is directed, in the optically denser medium 
of the polarizer 24, towards the normal 39, shown as a 
solid line, at the point of incidence 411 towards a point 
421 on plane-parallel boundary surface 14, while the 
second partial luminous flux 43 is produced by the re 
flection, at point 411 on the interface 41, of a portion of 
the incident luminous flux 38. 
The polarizer 24 may be assumed to be a conven 

tional polarizing film, composed of a suitable plastic 
which virtually completely absorbs light which is polar 
ized perpendicularly to the intended direction of polar 
ization, with the result that the light which passes into 
the transmission layer 12, from the polarizer 24, is virtu 
ally completely polarized in the intended direction of 
polarization. 

In the above sense, the term "completely polarized' 
means that the intensity Id of the luminous flux emerg 
ing from a further linear polarizer, which is used as an 
analyzer and which receives, as an incoming luminous 
flux, the luminous flux emerging from the polarizer 24, 
the intensity of which may be denoted by Ia, satisfies the 
relationship 

Id=Iacos' (1) 
denoting the angle included between the directions 

of polarization of the polarizer 24 and of the further 
polarizer. This also means, on the other hand, that the 
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8 
intensity of the luminous flux 42 immediately in front of 
the interface 14 is now only approximately half the 
intensity which it possessed on entering the polarizer 24 
at point 411. 

Since the refractive index in T of the PLZT transmis 
sion layer 12 (n Ts2.5) is, as a rule, markedly greater 
than the refractive index np of the polarizer material, 
splitting of the luminous flux 42 once again occurs at . 
point 421, as already explained by reference to the lumi 
nous flux 38, at the interface 14 between the polarizer 24 
and the transmission layer 12, this luminous flux 42 
being split into a first partial luminous flux which propa 
gates, in the transmission layer 12, in the direction indi 
cated by the arrow 36, and into a second partial lumi 
nous flux 44 which is produced by the geometric reflec 
tion of a portion of the polarized partial luminous flux 
42 at point 421, on the interface 14. This second partial 
luminous flux 44, which possesses the polarization de 
fined by the polarizer 24, is, on emerging at point 412 at 
its boundary surface 41, that is to say on passing from a 
medium 24 which has a comparatively high optical 
density and entering a medium which is optically less 
dense, namely air, is refracted away from the normal 39 
shown as a dashed line, at the point of incidence 412, 
and is directed into a direction 43' parallel to that in 
which the unpolarized partial luminous flux 43 is propa 
gating after having been produced by reflection at the 
bounding surface 41, in which direction the driver sees 
the image of an object which is present in the space to 
the rear of the vehicle. 
The partial luminous flux which is represented by the 

arrow 36, and which enters the transmission layer 12 in 
the state of linear polarization defined by the polarizer 
24, and in which state, for the realistic values specified, 
by way of example, for the refractive indices np and nT 
of the polarizer 24 and of the transmission layer 12, as 
well as under the reflection conditions represented in 
FIG. 1, which are likewise realistic (incidence angle 
20), strikes the reflective layer 11 virtually perpendicu 
larly at point 36, and is virtually completely reflected at 
this layer. The luminous flux resulting from this reflec 
tion at 36, represented by the arrow 37, is refracted 
away from the normal 39', shown as a dashed line, at 
the point of incidence, 422, passing through polarizer 24 
to be again refracted at point 413 from the normal 39", 
shown as a dashed line and perpendicular to the mirror 
plane. Thus partial fluxes 44 and 44' originating by 
reflection respectively at points 421, and 422 and paral 
lel, as are partial fluxes 43, 43' and 43' are emitted from 
the polarizer 24 refracted at points 411, 412 and 413, 
respectively. 
As long as the optical isotropy of the transmission 

layer has not been disturbed by the application of an 
electric field 21, 22, the reflected luminous flux 37 pos 
sesses the linear state of polarization which is defined by 
the polarizer 24 and, seen in the reflection direction, can 
pass through this polarizer 24. In this case, the rearview 
mirror 10 possesses its maximum effective reflectivity, 
and the brightness of the image field which the driver 
can view in the rear-view mirror assumes its maximum 
value. 

It should be noted that, owing to the splitting of the 
primary incident luminous flux 38 into at least three 
luminous fluxes, 43, 44 and 37, which propagate in the 
reflection direction, the driver could see three images of 
the space to the rear of the vehicle if these three lumi 
nous fluxes were to be sufficiently displaced one from 
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another. However, if the prescribed layer-thicknesses 
are adopted for the polarizer 24 and for the transmission 
layer 12, 0.5 mm and 0.4 mm respectively, and if con 
ventional angles of incidence and reflection apply, these 
luminous fluxes are displaced, one from another, so little 
that the driver cannot resolve these three images, and 
sees only a single image which is adequately sharp, and 
to which the individual luminous fluxes supply differing 
brightness contributions, the contribution supplied by 
the luminous flux 37 exceeding the sum of the contribu 
tions from the luminous fluxes 43 and 44, provided that 
the transmission layer 12 is in its optically isotropic 
State. 

In order to reduce the effective reflectivity of the 
rear-view mirror 10, for the purpose of dimming the 
mirror 10, it is possible to cause the control voltage 
source 18 to output a suitable control voltage to the 
electrodes 16, this being effected, for example, by man 
ual adjustment of the potentiometer 31, or by operating 
a switch 70, as a result of which the electric fields 21 
and 22 are produced, which cause the optical isotropy 
of the PLZT material of the transmission layer 12 to be 
annulled, the direction of these fields, 21 and 22, also 
determining the direction of the optic axis of the PLZT 
material, which has now, in response to the fields, be 
come birefringent. 

Since the plane of polarization of the luminous flux 36 
which enters the transmission layer 12 and, initially, is 
virtually completely linearly polarized, extends at an 
angle of 45 to the optical axis of the transmission layer 
12, which axis is defined by the electric field 21, 22, this 
luminous flux 36, regarded as an electromagnetic wave, 
can be regarded, in accordance with the superposition 
principle, as resulting from two electromagnetic com 
ponent waves possessing the same amplitude, one of 
these component waves vibrating, or being polarized, 
parallel to the optic axis of the PLZT material, and the 
other component wave vibrating, or being polarized, 
perpendicular to this axis. Since, owing to the field 
induced linear birefringence of the transmission layer 
12, its refractive indices, n1 and n2, for the component 
waves which are polarized parallel to and, as the case 
may be, perpendicular to the optic axis are different, a 
phase difference occurs between these component 
waves, this phase difference increasing in the direction 
looking along their optical path, in accordance with the 
relationship 

A=27t/A-x-(n-n2) (2) 

where a denotes the wavelength of the light, and x 
denotes the geometric length of the path travelled by 
the light in the PLZT material and X-(n-n2)=A= 
relative optical path length (ROPL). 

If the phase difference A, given by the relationship 
(2), amounts to 7t/2 after a particular 
(ROPL)= A42x-A/4, the so-called quarter-wavelength 
distance, the luminous flux 36 resulting from the two 
phase-shifted component waves is circularly polarized 
and, after having travelled the double, (ROPL), 
2A4= A2 the so-called half wavelength distance, and the 
phase difference A has increased to the value T, it is 
linearly polarized again, but the plane of polarization of 
the state of linear polarization which has now been 
achieved is rotated through 90° relative to the original 
direction of polarization with which the luminous flux 
36 entered the transmission layer 12. 

This means that the greatest possible reduction in the 
effective reflectivity of the rear-view mirror 10 is ob 
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10 
tained when its transmission layer 12, under the influ 
ence of the applied electric field 21, 22, possesses pre 
cisely the A4 thickness for the luminous flux 36 which is 
propagating towards the reflective layer 11, and which 
is initially linearly polarized, i.e., this luminous flux36 is 
circularly polarzed on striking the reflective layer 11, 
and, conversely, when the thickness of the transmission 
layer 12, for the luminous flux 36, 37 which is propagat 
ing towards the reflective layer 11 and back, from this 
layer 11, to the polarizer 24, totals A2, the result is that 
the luminous flux 37 is then unable to pass through the 
polarizer 24. In order to generate the strength of the 
electric field 21, 22 required for this purpose, the poten 
tial difference between the electrodes 16 and 17 must 
then be approximately to 300 V. The intensity of the 
luminous flux 37 which re-emerges from the polarizer 
24 after having passed twice through the transmission 
layer 12 can be varied, if regarded in isolation, by vary 
ing the control voltage which can be applied to the 
electrodes 16, variation by a factor of 10 being possible. 

Dielectric antireflection coatings 46 and 47 are pro 
vided on the outer bounding surface 41 of the polarizer 
24 and on the bounding surface 14 facing the polarizer, 
it being possible to apply these coatings, to the polarizer 
24, and/or to the transmission layer 12, by means of 
known vapordeposition processes, the function of these 
coatings being to minimize the contribution, to the total 
luminous flux 43, 44 and 37 which is perceived in its 
entirety by the observer and which determines the 
brightness of the image, from the reflected luminous 
fluxes, 43 and 44, resulting from reflection towards the 
observer at the above-mentioned bounding surfaces 41 
and 14, the purpose of minimizing the reflection contri 
bution being to obtain an ability to modulate the effec 
tive reflectivity of the rear-view mirror 10 over a wide 
range. 
By using dielectric antireflection coatings 46 and 47, 

of the above-mentioned nature, which typically have a 
thickness of approximately 10 um, it is possible to re 
duce the reflectivity of the mirror 10 for the reflected 
luminous fluxes, 43 and 44, which cannot be subjected 
to electrooptical modulation, by a factor of approxi 
mately 1/10, and hence to obtain an ability to modulate 
the effective reflectivity of the rear-view mirror 10 by a 
factor of approximately 1/25. 

Insofar as the rear-view mirror 10 according to the 
invention is concerned, a PLZT ceramic is used for the 
transmission layer 12 of the mirror, this ceramic exhibit 
ing a quadratic electro-optical effect and accordingly 
being optically isotropic if no field is present (in contrast 
to a PLZT ceramic exhibiting a linear electro-optical 
effect, such a ceramic requiring a compensating field in 
order to suppress its intrinsic birefringence). The nature 
of the usable electro-optical effect can be determined by 
the chemical composition of the PLZT ceramic. More 
over, in the case of PLZT ceramics which exhibit a 
quadratic electro-optical effect, comparatively low field 
strengths are sufficient for obtaining a particular bire 
fringence. 

Furthermore, in order to achieve substantially homo 
geneous electric fields 21, 22, with high field strengths, 
it is advantageous when, as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 4, 
electrodes 16' and 17" are also provided on that side of 
the transmission layer 12 which faces the reflective 
layer 11, these electrodes 16' and 17 corresponding to 
the electrodes 16 and 17, and being arranged symmetri 
cally with respect to them, relative to the longitudinal 
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mid-plane 23 of the transmission layer 12, as a result of 
which arrangement it is possible to obtain electric fields 
21 and 22 characterized by flux lines possessing the 
shape which is reproduced qualitatively in FIG. 4. 
Compared to an arrangement of the control electrodes 
16 and 17 which is only single-sided, the double-sided 
arrangement permits operation with markedly lower 
control voltages. However, the electrodes 16 and 17" 
must be composed of a transparent material, and can 
assume the form of strip-shaped coatings of vapor 
deposited SnO2. At the same time, it can be expedient if 
the electrodes 16' and 17" are embedded into a smooth 
coating 48 which is vapor-deposited onto the polarizer 
24, and which can be utilized, in its turn, as an antire 
flection coating. In this case, these electrodes, 16 and 
17" are also prevented, in a reliable manner, from being 
subjected to mechanical stresses arising from any piezo 
electric behavior of the PLZT material, as a result of 
which they could be damaged. For this reason it can be 
expedient, too, if the electrodes 16 and 17 which are 
arranged on that side of the reflective layer 11 which 
faces away from the transmission layer 12 are designed 
as gold wires, approximately 50 um thick, which are 
embedded into an insulating plastic layer 49 serving as a 
means for fixing the functional elements of the rearview 
mirror 10, which have already been described in great 
detail, to a backing plate 51. 
An electronic control system is provided for auto 

matically adjusting the effective reflectivity of the rear 
view mirror 10 to values at which there is no danger of 
dazzling the driver, this control system embodying a 
first light-sensing unit 52 which receives incident light 
from the zone to the rear of the vehicle, viewable by 
means of the rear-view mirror 10, this incident light, 
before striking the light sensor 52, passing through the 
polarizer 24, the transmission layer 12, and a further 
polarizer 53 which is used as an analyzer, with its polar 
ization direction coinciding with that of the entry polar 
izer 24. The further polarizer 53 is installed within the 
area of a window 54 which is cut in the reflective layer 
11, thus enabling light which emerges from the trans 
mission layer 12 to enter the polarizer 53 directly. If an 
intense luminous flux strikes the light sensor 52 at pho 
toresistor 58, such as, for example, light from the head 
lights of a vehicle approaching from the rear, which 
could dazzle the driver, the light sensor 52 emits an 
appropriately increased output voltage. The voltage 
from an output amplifier 56 of the light-sensing unit 52, 
which is proportional to this luminous flux, is employed 
to trigger the control voltage source 18, via 27, to emit 
a suitable output voltage, which is supplied to the elec 
trodes 16 and, if they are provided, to the electrodes 16', 
as a result of which the transmission layer 12 is directed 
to assume its birefringent state. Since this causes an 
attenuation of the luminous flux which is emerging from 
the further polarizer 53, and which is received by the 
light sensor 52, leading, in turn, to the output voltage 
from the control voltage source 18 decreasing again, the 
result is the establishment of an equilibrium condition 
corresponding to a reduced effective reflectivity of the 
rear-view mirror 10. 
The darker the surroundings of the vehicle become, 

the higher should be the output voltage which is emit 
ted by the light sensor 52 and, as a result, the reduction 
in the reflectivity of the rear-view mirror 10 should 
become correspondingly more pronounced. In order to 
achieve this effect, an additional light sensor 57 is pro 
vided, which reacts to the brightness of the surround 
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12 
ings, and which emits an output voltage which varies 
inversely with the brightness of the vehicle's surround 
ings. The output voltage from this second light sensor 
57 is input, as a supply voltage, to the first light sensor 
52, which is designed in a manner such that its output 
voltage increases with the supply voltage. 

In the case of the specific illustrative embodiment 
shown in the figures, the two light sensors 52 and 57 are 
implemented as follows. 
The first light sensor 52 incorporates a photoresistor 

58, its resistance varying inversely with the intensity of 
the light striking it. It is connected, on one side, to the 
output terminal 59 of the second light sensor 57, which 
is utilized as a voltage source, and, on the other side, to 
the vehicle ground 19, via a resistor 61. The center 
tapping 62 of the voltage divider formed by the photo 
resistor 58 and the fixed resistor 61 is connected to the 
input terminal of the output amplifier 56 of the light 
sensor 52, the output voltage from which is employed to 
trigger the control voltage source 18. 
The second light sensor 57 likewise incorporates a 

photoresistor 65, as a photosensitive element, the resis 
tance of which varies inversely with the brightness of 
the surroundings. 
On one side, this photoresistor 65 is connected to the 

positive pole of the supply voltage source and, on the 
other side, to the vehicle ground, via a fixed resistor 63. 
The center tapping of the voltage divider formed by the 
photoresistor 65 and the fixed resistor 63 is connected to 
the negative input terminal of a differential amplifier 64. 
The positive input terminal of this differential amplifier 
64 is connected to the center tapping of a further volt 
age divider 66, 66a which is connected between the 
positive pole of the supply voltage source and the vehi 
cle ground 19, and which incorporates an adjustable 
resistor 66 enabling, in effect, a threshold value for the 
brightness of the surroundings to be set, such that the 
differential amplifier 64 starts to operate when the 
brightness of the surroundsings falls below the set value, 
generating an output signal in the form of a voltage, the 
level of which varies inversely with the brightness of 
the surroundings. 

In a useful modification of the control system, a 
PLZT platelet can be installed between the further 
polarizer 53 and the window 54 in the reflective layer 
11, this platlet, which can likewise be subjected to the 
controlling field 21, 22, doubling the thickness of the 
transmission layer 12 at this point. This arrangement 
enables greater shifts in the intensity of the light striking 
the photoresistor 58 to be obtained. 

It is self-explanatory that it is also possible to obtain a 
luminous flux through the sensor, suitable for control 
ling the effective reflectivity of the rear-view mirror 10, 
by ranching it off from the reflected luminous flux, 
using a semi-transparent mirror for this purpose. 
While we have shown and described plural embodi 

ments in accordance with the present invention, it is 
understood that the same is not limited thereto but is 
susceptible to numerous changes and modifications as 
known to one having ordinary skill in the art, and we 
therefore do not wish to be limited to the details shown 
and described herein, but intend to cover all such modi 
fications as are encompassed by the scope of the ap 
pended claims. 
We claim: 
1. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror com 

prising: 
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a linear polarizing means with a transmission axis 
receiving incident light for generating a light out 
put, 

a transmission layer means for receiving at least a 
portion of light output from the linear polarizing 
means to transmit a portion of the light received 
thereby and including a ceramic means exhibiting 
an electro-optical effect in response to an electric 
field for controlling the effective reflectivity of the 
rear-view mirror, 

a reflecting layer means including at least a multi 
layer dielectric arrangement receiving light output 
from the transmission layer means, 

spaced electrode means disposed on at least one side 
of the transmission layer means for generating an 
electric field substantially parallel to the transmis 
sion layer means in response to a voltage applied to 
the electrode means to provide a linear birefrin 
gence in the transmission layer, 

a transmission window means in the reflecting layer 
means for transmitting a luminous flux from the 
transmission layer, 

a second polarizer for receiving said transmitted lu 
minous flux, the transmission axis of the second 
polarizer coinciding with that of the linear polar 
izer, 

a light sensor means receiving the transmitted lumi 
nous flux from the second polarizer for generating 
a voltage output signal which increases monotoni 
cally with the intensity of the transmitted luminous 
flux from the second polarizer, 

a control voltage source responsive to the voltage 
output signal to produce a voltage which, in its 
turn, increases monotonically with the output volt 
age from the light sensor means for generating the 
electric field which effects the linear birefringence 
of the transmission layer. 

2. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror accord 
ing to claim 1, wherein 

the transmission layer means is optically isotropic if 
no field is present. 

3. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror accord 
ing to claim 1, wherein 

the transmission layer means is composed of a lead 
lanthanum zirconate/titanate (PLZT) ceramic ma 
terial which exhibits a quadratic electro-optic ef 
fect. 

4. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror accord 
ing to claim 3, wherein the (PLZT) transmission layer 
means is between 200 um and 600 um thick, 

the distance between successive electrodes measured 
in the direction parallel to the transmission layer 
means ranges from 400 um to 600 um, and 

the voltage applied between each two successive 
electrodes has a magnitude ranging from 250 V to 
500 V. 

5. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror accord 
ing to claim 3, wherein at least a portion of said elec 
trode means comprises a transparent material and is 

disposed on that side of the transmission layer contig 
uous to the reflective layer. 
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6. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror accord 

ing to claim 5, wherein at least a portion of the electrode 
means comprises 

vapor-deposited strip electrodes applied to the polar 
izing means located on that side of the transmission 
layer means which faces and is remote from the 
reflective layer. 

7. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror accord 
ing to claim 5, wherein 

10 the (PLZT) transmission layer means is between 200 
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um and 600 um thick, 
the distance between successive electrodes, measured 

in the field direction, ranging from 400 um to 600 
pum, and 

the voltage applied between each two successive 
electrodes has a magnitude ranging from 250 V to 
500 V. 

8. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror accord 
ing to claim 1, further comprising 
an antireflection coating means provided on at least 

the side of the transmission layer means on which 
the light is incident from the linear polarizing 
means, for reducing the reflectivity of the transmis 
sion layer means. 

9. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror accord 
ing to claim 1, further comprising 
an antireflection coating provided on at least that side 
of the linear polarizing means on which the light is 
incident. 

10. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror ac 
cording to claim 1, further comprising 

an insulating plastic carrier-layer, and wherein 
the electrode means comprise at least one conductor 

wire of diameter of 40 to 60 um embedded, on one 
side, into the insulating plastic carrier-layer and 
disposed on a side of the reflective layer means 
remote from the transmission layer means. 

11. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror ac 
cording to claim 1, further comprising 

an insulating plastic carrier-layer, and wherein 
the electrode means comprise at least one conductor 

wire of diameter 40 to 60 um embedded in the 
insulating plastic carrier layer and disposed and 
resting flat on a side of the reflective layer means 
remote from the transmission layer means. 

12. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror ac 
cording to claim 11, further comprising 
a second light sensor means responsive to the bright 

ness of the surroundings generating an output sig 
nal which increases monotonically as the bright 
ness of the surroundings decreases for controlling 
the sensitivity of the first light sensor means such 
that the output signal of the first light sensor means 
increases monotonically with the output signal 
from the second light sensor means. 

13. An electrically dimmable rear-view mirror ac 
cording to claim 1 further comprising 
(PLZT) platelet means installed between the second 

polarizer and the transmission window means in 
the reflective layer means responsive to the electric 
field for effecting increased shifts in intensity of 
light striking said light sensor means. 
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